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Urdu Phonetics and Spelling, Urdu To English Dictation, Memsaab Selections, Urdu. 705. the book of love written by henry. in poetry of henry. four hundred and seventy.Our team this week will examine the problem of cybersecurity in America’s manufacturing industry. As the U.S. government pursues the goal of increasing the American workforce’s tech skills, has

U.S. manufacturing industry embraced the cybersecurity mission? According to Arten Wang, Co-founder, and Chief Technology Officer at CyberX, they are not as eager as the government would think. “I don’t think it is working as a strategy,” Wang says. “Manufacturing is very complex. It is very difficult to solve the cybersecurity problems in manufacturing – or
outside manufacturing for that matter – using this strategy.” Addressing cybersecurity in manufacturing, the U.S. Department of Labor (DOL) is trying to put an additional 100,000 cybersecurity workers into the U.S. workforce by 2025. Some of these will likely be picked up by third-party supply chain companies or online retail. However, the U.S. government is also

investing heavily in cultivating the next generation of cybersecurity talent within the manufacturing sector. Manufacturing companies are unlikely to get this done on their own. Instead, government and private organizations need to take the lead in public-private collaborations to drive this goal. Project Cyber Ties exists to build a model for bridging the
government and private sector to combine capabilities in a way that creates outcomes in the public interest. The private sector, especially manufacturers, is often seen as slow or lacking in motivation to solve the cybersecurity challenges brought on by globalization, automation, and the information revolution. We interviewed Arten Wang about his company, his

approach to working with manufacturers, and the rewards of applying technological solutions to complex problems. How has your business evolved since it was founded in 2014? In the beginning
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